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Why 
On Job Support?

of the people from the IT industry
worldwide have decided to switch their
current job and opt for a new one while

struggling on-job allotted task.

35 Percentage
Almost



SK trainings offers On Job Support
Service to the IT people to get them out of

challenging and time-taking tasks. There
are a huge number of people who seek
help to accomplish challenging projects
and sometimes need experts to help. We

SK trainings has a large base of
professionals from diversified IT fields who

will help you in accomplishing difficult
tasks on your day to day job roles.

What is
 On Job

Support ?
?????



Features of OnJob Support
Let have a small glimpse on the features and steps of OnJob Support that we follow:

Deep Project Analysis
Project Task Estimation
Allotted Work Allocation
Quality Project Delivery



#1 Deep Project Analysis

This includes a proper analysis of your project
to gain proper information and knowledge that
is needed in the procedure.



#2 Project Task Estimation

After a deep analysis of your project, we
estimate an approximate time for your
project within which we aim to finish and
deliver it. We follow a strict estimated time
cap that is assorted by us.



#3 Allotted Work Allocation

After a thorough estimation, our representative
will allocate the total allotted work given by
you. Proper scheduling and rountinable works
will be done after that.



#4 Quality Project Delivery
After finishing your project, we perform a
recheck procedure, where we check
everything and analysis our finished work once
again for any error. Hence you get quality
works with fewer chances of errors.



Get assured benefits in
return. Contact us now



Feel Free to Contact us

E-mail Us:

Call us:

Visit on:
sktrainings.com

info@sktrainings.com

+91-9642911554(India)
+91-9441803173(India)
+1-9094406102 (USA)


